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Abstract
We propose a versatile approach to the production of hyperbranched polymers with
high degrees of branching and low dispersity values (Đ), involving slow monomer addition of
a thiol/yne monomer to multifunctional core molecules in the presence of photoinitiator and
under UV irradiation. The small thiol/yne monomer was synthesized via 1-ethyl-3-(3dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC.HCl) esterification and batch
polymerizations were performed at varying concentrations. The batch thiol–yne
polymerizations had fast reaction kinetics and large dispersity values that increased with
increasing concentration. Introduction of monomer by slow addition to a multifunctional
alkyne core (tri(prop-2-yn-1-yl) 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate) or alkene core (triallyl 1,3,5benzenetricarboxylate) was found to lower dispersity at monomer concentrations of 0.5 M to
2.0 M. Degrees of branching were determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy to be greater than
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0.8 in most cases. Increasing the fraction of core molecule was found to decrease dispersity to
values as low as 1.26 and 1.38 for the alkene core and alkyne core respectively, for monomer
concentrations of 0.5 M with 10 mol% core molecule. Molecular weights of the
hyperbranched structures were also determined by light scattering size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) detection, and intrinsic viscosities determined by viscometry SEC
detection. The Kuhn-Mark-Houwink-Sakurada a parameter decreased from 0.35 for the
batch process to values as low as 0.21 (10 mol% alkene core) or 0.16 (10 mol% alkyne core),
indicating that the thiol–yne structures became more globular and dense with the slow
monomer addition strategy. This simple and versatile approach is a promising new
development for the design of hyperbranched polymers of well-controlled molecular weight
and molecular weight distributions, with very high degrees of branching.

Introduction
Highly branched and three dimensional macromolecular structures, or dendritic
polymers, have become an important class of materials over recent decades.1,2 These
structures, including dendrimers and hyperbranched polymers, have received increasing
interest due to their unique properties including large number of terminal functional groups,
globular three dimensional structures, and low intrinsic viscosities.3,4 Dendrimers were first
reported in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, and were synthesized via a divergent approach
which involves many synthetic steps and tends to lead to branching irregularities at higher
generations.5,6 The convergent approach to dendrimer synthesis was introduced in pioneering
work by Fréchet and Hawker in the early 1990’s and can lead to higher purity.7 While
perfectly branched dendrimers with degrees of branching (DB) of 1 are very promising
structures, the sometimes complicated synthetic and purification steps have led to attempts to
replicate their structural properties via synthesis of hyperbranched polymers with high
degrees of branching in one pot processes.
Flory established the theory of AB2 hyperbranched polymers that could be prepared
without gelation in 1952,8 but it wasn’t until 1988 that AB2 hyperbranched polymers were
synthesized for the first time in practice.9-11 Traditional AB2 hyperbranched polymers where
both B groups have the same reactivity have a maximum degree of branching of 0.5 due to
the statistical nature of the reaction.12 But by designing monomers where the second B group
reacts at a faster rate, DB can be dramatically increased producing hyperbranched polymers
with degrees of branching in the region of dendrimers.13 An interesting chemistry that shows
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this enhanced reactivity are radical-mediated thiol–yne additions, which were re-introduced
by the group of Bowman in 2009,14 and applied in the synthesis of hyperbranched polymers
with high degrees of branching by our group.15-18 Another recent example involves coppercatalyzed azide–alkyne click chemistry, where the second B group reacts at a faster rate, due
to the first triazole formed complexing the copper catalyst and causing faster reaction of the
second moiety.19
Accelerated strategies to dendrimer synthesis using orthogonal click chemistry have
greatly improved applications of dendrimers and increased their availability to the scientific
community, by reducing number of reaction steps and need for demanding purifications.20-23
Further to this, the development of methods to produce hyperbranched polymers with narrow
molecular weight distributions is an important target as it would allow the preparation of
materials with greater control and more similarities to dendrimers, in a convenient manner.
This could improve the application of hyperbranched polymers in a number of areas
including biological systems, and as rheology additives. A number of strategies have been
employed to control the molecular weight and dispersity of hyperbranched polymers
including polymerization of inimers in confined space;24,25 however this has yet to be used to
produce polymers with degrees of branching higher than 0.5. Slow feeding of AB2 monomer
to multifunctional core has been described previously theoretically,26,27 and in practice,28 as
another method to control molecular weight and dispersity of hyperbranched polymers.
Further to this, increasing the reactivity of the core molecule has been shown to have a
greater effect on the narrowing of hyperbranched polymer dispersity.29-31
In this article, we report a new strategy to generate hyperbranched polymers via
radical thiol–yne chemistry. We dramatically improve our previously published procedure by
producing hyperbranched polymers with high degrees of branching and remarkably low
dispersity values, via slow addition of the thiol/yne monomer to a trifunctional alkyne core
and a trifunctional alkene core, tri(prop-2-yn-1-yl) 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate and triallyl
1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate, respectively. The first part of this contribution involves the
investigation of the effect of concentration and reactivity of the core molecule on the
hyperbranched structure formed with slow monomer addition. The degree of branching for
this system and also the kinetics of the thiol–yne batch polymerization were studied in order
to establish appropriate slow monomer addition parameters. The second part of this report
discusses the effect of the type and amount of core molecules on the production of
hyperbranched structures. The molecular weight distributions of the hyperbranched polymers,
3

their molecular weight and dendritic conformation in solution were determined by
multidetector SEC, and the degrees of branching by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy.
Experimental
Materials
Propargyl alcohol, 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid, 3,3-dithiodipropionic acid,
dithiothreitol

(DTT),

4-dimethylaminopyridine

(DMAP),

and

2,2-dimethoxy-2-

phenylacetophenone (DMPA) were all purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 1-ethyl-3-(3dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC.HCl) was purchased from Iris
Biotech.

Triethylamine

was

purchased

from

Fischer

Scientific.

Triallyl

1,3,5-

benzenetricarboxylate was purchased from Acros. All other materials were purchased from
Fisher Scientific or Sigma Aldrich.

Characterization
Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) was performed in DMF, using an Agilent 390LC MDS instrument equipped with differential refractive index (DRI), viscometry, dual
angle light scattering, and dual wavelength UV detectors. The system was equipped with 2 x
PLgel Mixed D columns (300 x 7.5 mm) and a PLgel 5 µm guard column. The eluent was
DMF with 5 mmol NH4BF4 additive, and samples were run at 1 mL/min at 50 °C. Analyte
samples were filtered through a nylon membrane with 0.22 µm pore size before injection.
Apparent molar mass values (Mn,SEC and Mw,SEC) and dispersity (Đ) of synthesized polymers
were determined by DRI detector and conventional calibration using Agilent SEC software.
Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) standards (Agilent EasyVials) were used for calibration.
Molar mass (Mw,MALLS) was determined on Agilent SEC software using a dual angle light
scattering detector, and also DRI detector to determine the incremental refractive index dn/dc.
The Kuhn-Mark-Houwink-Sakurada parameter a, relating to polymer conformation in
solution was determined from the gradient of the double logarithmic plot of intrinsic viscosity
as a function of molecular weight, using the SEC viscometry detector and Agilent SEC
software. Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectra (1H NMR) were recorded on a Bruker
Advance 400 or 500 spectrometer (400 MHz or 500 MHz) at 27 °C in CDCl3, with chemical
shift values (δ) reported in ppm, and the residual proton signal of the solvent used as internal
standard (δH 7.26). Proton-decoupled carbon nuclear magnetic resonance spectra (13C NMR)
were recorded on a Bruker Advance 400 or 500 spectrometer (100 MHz or 125 MHz) at 27
4

°C in CDCl3, with chemical shift values (δ) reported in ppm, and the residual proton signal of
the solvent used as internal standard (δC 77.16). Fourier transform infrared spectra (FTIR)
were recorded on a Bruker Vector 22 FTIR spectrometer. Electrospray ionisation mass
spectra (ESI-MS) were recorded using an Agilent 6130B single Quad mass spectrometer or
an Apex Ultra 7T Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) from Bruker Daltonics.

Preparation of tri(prop-2-yn-1-yl) 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate (trialkyne core)
1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid (5.00 g, 23.8 mmol) in 100 mL of DCM, in a round
bottomed flask was cooled to 0 ˚C. 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
hydrochloride (EDC.HCl) (16.47 g, 85.9 mmol) and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) (1.08
g, 8.8 mmol) were dissolved in 100 mL DCM and added to the round bottomed flask under
vigorous stirring. Propargyl alcohol (5.30 g, 94.5 mmol) was then added over 1 minute; the
reaction mixture was allowed to reach room temperature and stirred for 24 hours. The DCM
phase was washed with MilliQ water (2 × 150 mL, 2 × 100 mL), dried with MgSO4, filtered,
and the solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. The light brown solid was purified over a
short silica column with DCM as the eluent, and the solvent removed by rotary evaporation to
give a white powder (5.83 g, 76% yield). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz), δ ppm: 8.93 (s, 3H,
CH phenyl) 4.99 (s, 6H, O-CH2-C≡), 2.56 (s, 3H, C≡CH).
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C NMR (CDCl3, 125 MHz), δ

ppm: 164.06 (C=O), 135.36 (CH phenyl), 130.87 (C phenyl), 77.24 (CH2-C≡CH), 75.76
(C≡CH), 53.24 (O-CH2-C≡). High resolution ESI-MS, expected: m/z 347.05 [M+Na]+,
found: m/z 347.0526 [M+Na]+. 1H and
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C NMR spectra can be found in the Supporting

Information (Figure S1 and S2).

Preparation of di(prop-2-yn-1-yl) 3,3'-disulfanediyldipropionate (protected thiol/yne
monomer)
1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC.HCl) (21.88 g,
114.14 mol), 3,3-dithiodipropionic acid (10.0 g, 47.56 mol), and 4-dimethylaminopyridine
(DMAP) (1.14 g, 9.52 mol) were dissolved in 250 mL of DMF and cooled in an ice bath
under stirring. Propargyl alcohol (6.4 g, 114.14 mol) was added; the reaction was allowed to
reach room temperature and stirred for 24 hours. The reaction mixture was concentrated via
rotary evaporation to yield a yellow oil which was redissolved in DCM, and washed with
5

water (3 × 100 mL) to remove trace DMF. The DCM phase was then washed with HCl (1 M,
1 × 100 mL), NaOH (1 M, 1 × 100 mL), and water (1 × 100 mL), then dried with Na2SO4,
filtered and the solvent removed by rotary evaporation. The product was purified by column
chromatography (eluent: DCM with 2.5% MeOH), and the resulting viscous liquid (10.3 g,
87% yield) crystallized at 4 °C. 1H-NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz) δ ppm: 4.71 (s, 2H, O-CH2-C≡),
2.94 (t, 2H, C(O)-CH2-CH2), 2.80 (t, 2H, CH2-CH2-S), 2.49 (s, 1H, C≡CH).
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C-NMR

(CDCl3, 100 MHz) δ ppm: 170.91 (C=O), 76.84 (CH2-C≡CH), 75.25 (C≡CH), 52.32 (OCH2-C≡), 33.86 (C(O)-CH2-CH2), 32.79 (CH2-CH2-S). FTIR n cm-1: 3240-3270 (≡C-H),
2125 (C≡C), 1732 (C(O)=O), 561 (S-S). ESI-MS, expected: m/z 309.02 [M+Na]+, found: m/z
309.0 [M+Na]+. Characterisation data agree with literature.32 The different spectra are
available in the Supporting Information (Figure S3–S5).

Preparation of prop-2-yn-1-yl 3-mercaptopropanoate (monomer deprotection)
Disulfide protected thiol/yne monomer (0.79 g, 5.5 mmol) was dissolved in DCM (10
mL), DTT (1.85 g, 12.1 mmol) and triethylamine (1.75 mL, 12.5 mmol) were added and
solution deoxygenated with nitrogen bubbling for 10 min. The solution was stirred at room
temperature for 2 hours. The organic layer was washed with 1 M HCl (1 × 20 mL) and water
(2 × 20 mL), dried with Na2SO4, and solvent removed by rotary evaporation. The resulting
viscous liquid (0.73 g, 92% yield) was stored under nitrogen, to prevent disulfide formation.
Characterization data agrees with previously published synthetic method.15 1H-NMR (CDCl3,
400 MHz) δ ppm: 4.71 (s, 2H, O-CH2-C≡), 2.79 (m, 2H, C(O)-CH2-CH2), 2.71 (m, 2H, CH2CH2-SH), 2.49 (s, 1H, C≡CH), 1.66 (t, 1H, CH2-SH). 13C-NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz) δ ppm:
170.81 (C=O), 76.84 (CH2-C≡CH), 75.20 (C≡CH), 52.15 (O-CH2-C≡), 38.16 (C(O)-CH2CH2), 19.56 (CH2-CH2-SH). FTIR n cm-1: 3270-3290 (≡C-H), 2565-2570 (S-H), 2127
(C≡C), 1732 (C(O)=O). ESI-MS, expected: m/z 311.04 [2M+Na]+, found: m/z 311.0
[2M+Na]+. The spectra are reported in the Supporting Information as Figures S6–S8.

Typical thiol–yne batch polymerization procedure
A typical polymerization is as follows: deprotected thiol/yne monomer (50 mg, 0.347
mmol) was dissolved with DMPA (2 mg, 0.195 mmol) in DMF (300 mg) in a 1.5 mL vial
equipped with a small stirrer bar and a rubber septum screw cap. Monomer to initiator ratio
6

was kept the same for all polymerizations. The vial was wrapped in aluminium foil and
deoxygenated with nitrogen for 5 min. The vial was placed under a 365 nm UV lamp (UVP,
UVGL-55, 6 watt, 365 nm) in an aluminium foil lined dark box over a magnetic stirrer plate.
For the kinetic samples, each time point corresponds to a separate vial removed after the
allocated polymerization time. After the predetermined reaction time the vial was removed
and analyzed by NMR spectroscopy and SEC. Polymer reaction mixture was precipitated in
diethyl ether and the polymer recovered by centrifugation. Conversion was determined by
disappearance of thiol peak at ~1.7 ppm, compared to total polymer. The monomer
contribution to the integral of the terminal polymer CH2 next to the alkyne (4.7 ppm) was
subtracted.

Typical thiol–yne polymerization procedure with slow monomer addition
A typical polymerization is as follows: a solution of deprotected thiol/yne monomer
(50 mg, 0.347 mmol) was dissolved with DMPA (1 mg, 0.0975 mmol) in DMF (150 mg) and
deoxygenated by bubbling with nitrogen. This was then added to a 250 µL Hamilton gastight
glass syringe fitted with stainless steel cannula, and wrapped in aluminium foil and placed on
syringe pump. Trialkyne core molecule (11.25 mg, 0.0347 mmol) and DMPA (1 mg, 0.0975
mmol) were dissolved in DMF (150 mg) with a small stirrer in a 1.5 mL vial with a rubber
septum screw cap. The vial was wrapped in aluminium foil and deoxygenated with nitrogen
for 5 min. Initiator was split between feed syringe and reaction vessel to keep rate of radical
formation high and approximately constant, after preliminary experiments showed having all
the initiator in the syringe led to slower polymerization due to low concentration of radicals
in the reaction vessel. Monomer and initiator concentrations were chosen to keep final
concentrations after feeding period the same as the batch polymerizations to enable
comparison of results. The vial was placed under a 365nm UV lamp (UVP, UVGL-55, 6
watt) in an aluminium foil lined dark box over a magnetic stirrer plate and feeding started at
the same time as irradiation. The feeding was performed over a period of 20 min. For
thiol/yne monomer feeding to trialkene core the procedure was the same. After the
predetermined reaction time the vial was removed, exposed to air, and analyzed by NMR
spectroscopy and SEC. Polymer reaction mixture was precipitated in diethyl ether and the
polymer recovered by centrifugation. After a maximum of 80 min, the reaction was stopped.
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Results and Discussion
Preparation of thiol/yne monomer and batch thiol–yne photopolymerization
The traditional batch polymerization of AB2 monomers typically gives hyperbranched
polymers

with

poor

control

and

broad

molecular

weight

distributions.

Batch

copolymerization of AB2 and Bf (core molecule with f number of B functionalities)
monomers in the molten state was first shown to decrease dispersity in 1995, with a degree of
control over molecular weight achieved by varying the core to monomer ratio.33-38 In 1998,
the theory and computational studies of slow monomer addition to multifunctional core were
developed by Frey and Müller,26,27 which showed that the slow monomer addition method
could be used to lower dispersity further. The slow monomer addition to multifunctional core
strategy was employed to control the synthesis of hyperbranched polymers by Moore et al.
for the preparation of hyperbranched phenylacetylenes with low dispersity values, however
the degree of branching was not determined.28 Frey et al. used slow monomer addition to a
core initiator in the synthesis of polyglycerols by ring-opening polymerization, to give
hyperbranched polymers with low dispersity values and DB’s of ~0.55.39 Thus, in order to
determine appropriate slow addition parameters for the thiol–yne system, an initial set of
experiments was conducted in which thiol/yne monomer was polymerized in a batch system
allowing characterization of the kinetics of the reaction and degree of branching.
Scheme 1. Preparation of thiol/yne monomer and batch photopolymerization to form
hyperbranched thiol–yne polymers.
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The thiol/yne monomer used in this study was synthesized via a two-step procedure,
as shown in Scheme 1. The first step involved the esterification of propargyl alcohol with
3,3-dithiodipropionic acid. This reaction procedure allows large scale synthesis and
convenient storage of thiols in their disulfide form, compared to the reduced form, which is
subject to reasonably fast oxidation under air. However, storage of the reduced thiol form of
the monomer under inert atmosphere is also possible for periods of up to a week and
subsequent polymerisations showing no effect on polymer characteristics. Facile reduction of
the disulfide (i.e., thiol-protected) monomer was achieved using dithiothreitol (DTT) over 2
hours, and extraction of the DTT with water, to give the pure thiol/yne monomer, prop-2-ynyl
3-mercaptopropanoate, in good yields. The monomer was polymerized under UV light (365
nm) with the radical photoinitiator 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) in a 1.1 M
solution in DMF, following a method similar to that previously published by our group.15,17,18
A summary of the results is shown in Table 1. The reaction proceeds through the radicalmediated addition of a thiol to an alkyne followed by the addition of a second thiol to the
formed vinylthioether to give a dendritic unit. The rate of the second addition is much faster
than the first addition, which leads to hyperbranched polymers with very high degrees of
branching.
Table 1. Conversions, molecular weights, dispersity, and degree of branching values for
hyperbranched thiol–yne polymers prepared by batch process.
Time (min)

Conv. a

Mn,SEC (g/mol) b

Mw,SEC (g/mol) b

Đb

DB c

2

35%

1600

2400

1.50

0.84

5

61%

2300

3900

1.66

0.89

10

86%

3400

6500

1.89

0.87

20

98%

4700

10900

2.30

0.84

30

> 99%

5400

14400

2.67

0.83

60

> 99%

5600

16100

2.88

0.84

-

9500

19900

2.09

60 (ppt)
a

1

Determined by H NMR spectroscopy, from disappearance of thiol triplet at 1.7 ppm.

0.85
b

From DMF SEC with

DRI detector and PMMA standard, c DB = degree of branching, following equation DB = (D+T)/(D+T+L).40

Figure 1a shows the conversion of the thiol/yne monomer over time. Conversion was
monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy, by comparing the integral of the thiol triplet at 1.7 ppm
to the integrals corresponding to the dendritic monomer units at 4.3 ppm, the terminal
monomer units at 4.7 ppm, and the linear monomer units at 6.4 ppm (see Figure S9 in the
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Supporting Information). The reaction proceeds very rapidly and reaches 98% conversion
after 20 minutes, with no observable monomer peaks remaining in the 1H NMR spectrum
after 60 minutes. The molecular weight increases in a linear fashion until high conversion,
where above 90% conversion, polymer–polymer coupling is observed as expected from a
step growth hyperbranched polymer synthesis (Figure 1b). The step growth nature of the
thiol–yne hyperbranched system also leads to broadening of the molecular weight distribution
as conversion increases, as seen in Figure 1c. Note that purification by precipitation removes
the smallest hyperbranched oligomers thus leading to a small decrease in the dispersity
(Figure 1c).

Figure 1. a) Conversion of thiol/yne monomer as a function of time, b) Number average
molecular weight as a function of conversion, c) SEC chromatograms of polymer samples at
different times during the polymerization, d)

1

H NMR spectrum of the precipitated

hyperbranched thiol–yne polymer showing peaks corresponding to dendritic, linear, and
terminal units for calculation of degree of branching (see SI).
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The concept of ‘degree of branching’ (DB) was introduced by Flory in the 1940’s
with polymers in the state of gelation,41 and expanded to highly-branched polymers in
solution with the theory of AB2 polymerizations in 1952.8 An important associated equation
for the characterization degree of branching in hyperbranched polymers was proposed by
Hawker and Fréchet in 1991.40 The polymerization of the thiol/yne monomer allows for easy
determination of the degree of branching by 1H NMR spectroscopy, as the peaks for terminal,
dendritic, and linear units appear at distinct chemical shifts.42 For batch polymerization of
thiol/yne monomer at 1.1 M concentration, the precipitated polymer had a degree of
branching of 0.85 (Figure S11), which corresponds to 15% linear units. It is remarkable to
achieve such a high degree of branching for hyperbranched polymers, especially considering
the simplicity and versatility of the process, although the final materials exhibit relatively
high dispersity.

Slow addition of thiol/yne monomer to multifunctional core
In order to lower this dispersity, the thiol/yne monomer was fed to a trifunctional
alkyne core, tri(prop-2-yn-1-yl) 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate, at varying concentrations. The
proportion of core molecule was chosen to be 10 mol% core for an initial series of feeding
experiments. Thiol/yne monomer was introduced gradually into the reaction vessel at a rate
that allows the majority of monomer to react with the core before more monomer is added,
thus limiting monomer–monomer reactions and promoting monomer–polymer reactions, ie.
polymerization from core. This process creates a core region of the hyperbranched polymers
analogous to dendrimers, and indicates that there are no thiol focal points which could cause
polymer–polymer coupling at high conversions and broaden the molecular weight
distribution. Based on the initial thiol–yne batch polymerization kinetic experiments (with
98% conversion after 20 minutes) and previous studies,15,17 slow monomer addition
conditions were employed with the monomer fed over 20 minutes. The matching of the rate
of feeding to rate of polymerization means there is always a low concentration of unreacted
AB2 in the reaction vessel.
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Scheme 2. Preparation of hyperbranched thiol–yne polymers by slow monomer addition to
multifunctional core molecules, tri(prop-2-yn-1-yl) 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate or triallyl
1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate.

Figure 2 shows the SEC chromatograms of hyperbranched thiol–yne polymers
prepared at varying concentrations either by slow monomer addition or in a batch process.
Molecular weights and dispersity values are shown in Table 2, and were determined using a
conventional calibration with PMMA standards and also multi angle light scattering
(MALLS) SEC detection. With increasing concentration the batch thiol–yne hyperbranched
polymers have higher molecular weights and broader molecular weight distributions, with the
batch polymerization at 2.0 M having a very high apparent molecular weight and large
dispersity values. At 0.5 M the use of slow monomer addition to multifunctional alkyne core
allows the reduction of the molecular weight to Mw,MALLS = 13300 g/mol and the molecular
weight distribution is narrowed to 1.38. Using the slow monomer addition strategy with the
alkyne core, and with careful choice of monomer concentration, the molecular weight can be
12

targeted to between 13300 g/mol and 77700 g/mol with considerably lower dispersity values
than the equivalent batch polymerization.

Figure 2. Normalized DRI response SEC chromatograms of hyperbranched thiol–yne
polymers prepared by both batch and slow monomer addition process to multifunctional
alkyne and alkene core molecules at varying concentrations.

Increasing the reactivity of the core functional groups compared to the monomer can
further enhance control and lower dispersity.43-46 This approach has been used in batch
polymerizations to reasonable effect. Fossum et al. have shown that copolymerization of an
AB2 monomer with multifunctional Cf cores, where the reactivity towards A of the C group is
higher than that of the B group, permits to reduce dispersity of the resulting hyperbranched
polymers.29 Similar results were obtained by Ramakrishnan et al. for the copolymerization of
AB2 with a higher reactivity core molecule.30 In an attempt to reduce dispersity further, use of
slow feeding combined with higher reactivity core can be used.31 Since alkenes are usually
more reactive in radical thiol yne/ene reactions,47 thiol/yne monomer was fed to a
trifunctional alkene core, triallyl 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate, at varying concentrations.
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Use of the alkene core gave narrower molecular weight distributions compared to the
same polymerization protocols using the alkyne core. The most remarkable results were
obtained with reducing monomer concentration, leading to dispersity as low as 1.26 – a value
close to that expected from controlled polymer synthesis techniques such as controlled radical
polymerizations – whilst keeping very high degrees of branching (above 0.8).
Molecular weights can also be relatively well-controlled, with lower Mw obtained at
lower monomer concentrations. Note that increasing molecular weight by increasing
monomer concentration leads to higher Đ, as expected from theory and previous reports in
the literature.17,28,29,39 A monomer concentration of 1.1 M was found to give a good
combination of control over molecular weight and molecular weight distribution, with very
high degree of branching. These conditions were used to investigate the effect of mole
fraction core molecule, and conduct a more detailed study of polymer conformation and
molecular weight using multidetector SEC.

Table 2. Conversions, molecular weights, dispersity, and degree of branching values for
hyperbranched thiol–yne polymers prepared by batch polymerization or by slow monomer
addition process to multifunctional alkyne and alkene core molecules at varying
concentrations.
Conc. (M)

0.5

1.1

1.5

2.0
a

Core mol%

Conv. a

Mn,SEC
(g/mol) b

Mw,SEC
(g/mol) b

Đb

DB d

1.53

Mw,MALLS
(g/mol) c
17100

0%

> 99%

6700

10300

10% yne

> 99%

6700

9200

1.38

13300

0.79

10% ene

> 99%

5400

6800

1.26

12100

0.82

0%

> 99%

9500

19900

2.09

46800

0.85

10% yne

> 99%

7200

10400

1.44

19600

0.82
0.82

0.80

10% ene

> 99%

7200

9700

1.35

13600

0%

> 99%

13800

73400

5.30

175400

0.86
0.83

10% yne

> 99%

8100

16800

2.07

25700

10% ene

> 99%

6300

10300

1.62

16500

0.84

0%

> 99%

13900

291600

21.0

1698000

0.87

10% yne

> 99%

9600

42600

4.44

77700

0.88

10% ene

> 99%

9400

33500

3.55

54000

0.86

1

b

Determined by H NMR spectroscopy, from disappearance of thiol triplet at 1.7 ppm. From DMF SEC with

DRI detector and PMMA standard. c From DMF SEC, MALLS detector. d DB = degree of branching, following
equation DB = (D+T)/(D+T+L).40
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Variation of amounts of multifunctional core
The thiol/yne monomer was slowly fed to multifunctional core alkyne and core alkene
at 1.1 M final monomer concentrations, with the fraction of core molecule ranging from 2
mol% to 20 mol% (Table 3). The molecular weights of the resulting hyperbranched structures
were determined by SEC using a DRI detector and comparing retention time to retention time
of PMMA. As retention time is based on hydrodynamic volume, the molecular weight
determined by this conventional calibration is significantly underestimated, hyperbranched
polymers having a smaller hydrodynamic volume than their linear counterparts, at equivalent
molecular weight.48 For this reason molecular weight was also determined by MALLS SEC
detection which determines molecular weight based on scattered light of the polymer.
Figures 3a and 3b show the 1H NMR spectra of the hyperbranched polymers
synthesized by both batch and slow monomer addition to core molecules. The degrees of
branching and also the extent to which the core molecule functional groups have reacted were
calculated. For the polymers synthesized with slow monomer addition, the degrees of
branching are all ~0.82 (Table 3), which corresponds to ~18% linear units in the main
structure of the hyperbranched polymers. For the hyperbranched polymers specifically with
trifunctional alkyne core, the fraction of core alkyne functional groups and core
thiovinylether groups remaining after polymerization is the same for all initial core ratios.
These remaining core functionalities are ~19% vinylthioether groups, and 40% alkyne
groups. In the case of slow monomer addition to alkene core the polymers have 30% alkene
functionality remaining on the core after polymerization, with very similar degrees of
branching for the main thiol–yne polymer structure as expected. This fraction of residual
functionality located on the core molecule after polymerization is the same for all initial core
ratios, and is most likely due to steric hindrance around the core as the hyperbranched
polymer grows.
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Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra of hyperbranched thiol–yne polymers prepared by both batch and
slow monomer addition process to varying amounts of multifunctional a) alkyne and b)
alkene core molecules at 1.1 M concentration.
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Table 3. Conversions, molecular weights, dispersity, degree of branching values, and KMHS
parameter a, for hyperbranched thiol–yne polymers prepared by slow monomer addition
process to varying amounts of multifunctional alkyne and alkene core molecules at 1.1 M
concentration.

Alkyne
Core

Alkene
Core

a

Core
mol%

Conv. a

Mn,SEC
(g/mol) b

Mw,SEC
(g/mol) b

Đb

Mw,MALLS
(g/mol) c

DB d

ae

0%

> 99%

9500

19900

2.09

46800

0.85

0.35

2%

> 99%

8500

15100

1.79

34200

0.81

0.32

5%

> 99%

8200

12800

1.56

24600

0.81

0.27

10%

> 99%

7200

10400

1.44

19600

0.82

0.21

15%

98%

6300

9000

1.42

14200

0.79

0.35

20%

97%

6100

8600

1.43

12600

0.73

0.40

2%

> 99%

9400

16200

1.72

29400

0.82

0.34

5%

> 99%

7900

11900

1.52

23000

0.81

0.20

10%

> 99%

7200

9700

1.35

13600

0.82

0.16

15%

99%

6500

8800

1.36

13400

0.82

0.31

20%

97%

6300

8300

1.31

12400

0.82

0.34

1

Determined by H NMR spectroscopy, from disappearance of thiol triplet at 1.7 ppm.
c

b

From DMF SEC, DRI

d

detector, PMMA standard. From DMF SEC, MALLS detector. DB = degree of branching, following equation
DB = (D+T)/(D+T+L)40. e a = Kuhn-Mark-Houwink-Sakurada parameter, from DMF SEC viscometry detector.

Figures 4a and 4b show that as the proportion of multifunctional alkyne core is
increased the molecular weight distribution becomes narrower. As previously discussed the
batch polymerization has a broad dispersity of over 2, with 2 mol% core this decreases to 1.71.8 for both core molecules. For 5 mol% this is reduced further to around 1.5 for both core
molecules. At 10 mol% the dispersity reaches 1.35 for alkene core and 1.44 for the alkyne
core, with higher core ratios not having a significant further effect on the dispersity. High
molar ratios of 20% core did however reduce the molecular weight further, and cause a
reduction in the degree of branching most notable for the alkyne core. The distributions also
become monomodal due to reduction in polymer–polymer coupling with higher amounts of
core.
Lack of entanglements in hyperbranched polymers leads to lower solution viscosities
compared to their linear analogues.48 Figure 4c and 4d show the Kuhn-Mark-HouwinkSakurada (KMHS) plots of intrinsic viscosity as a function of molecular weight, which
17

describe polymer conformation in solution, obtained using a viscometry detector on the SEC.
KMHS a values, which correspond to the gradient of these plots, are 0 for a hard sphere, 2
for a rigid rod and ~0.7 for linear polymers.49 An a of between 0.2 – 0.4 corresponds to
globular structures with a high degree of branching, consistent with hyperbranched
polymers.2,50 For the batch polymerization of thiol–yne hyperbranched structures the a value
was 0.35, indicating globular hyperbranched polymer structures. With increasing core
fraction the a value decreases to 0.21 for the 10% alkyne core hyperbranched polymer and
0.16 for the 10% alkene core hyperbranched polymer, as the structures become more uniform
in size and more dense, consistent with the molecular weight distribution traces. Intrinsic
viscosity decreases for the alkene core compared to the alkyne core as seen in Figure 4c and
4d, which also indicates a more uniform structure with fewer entanglements, as expected
from a more reactive core.

Figure 4. Normalized DRI response SEC chromatograms of hyperbranched thiol–yne
polymers prepared by both batch and slow monomer addition process to varying amounts of
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multifunctional a) alkyne and b) alkene core molecules at 1.1 M concentration. Kuhn-MarkHouwink-Sakurada plots of intrinsic viscosity as a function of molecular weight, determined
by viscometry detector on DMF SEC, for hyperbranched thiol–yne polymers prepared by
both batch and slow monomer addition process to varying amounts of multifunctional c)
alkyne and d) alkene core molecules at 1.1 M concentration.

Conclusions
A method for the preparation of hyperbranched polymers with high degrees of
branching, predictable molecular weights and narrow molecular weight distributions has been
described, involving slow monomer addition of a thiol/yne monomer to multifunctional core
molecules in the presence of photoinitiator and UV irradiation. A small thiol/yne monomer
was synthesized via simple esterification, giving a route to high purity monomers. Addition
of the thiol/yne monomer to multifunctional alkyne and alkene cores was found to lower
dispersity of the resulting hyperbranched polymers, whilst maintaining very high degrees of
branching. Increasing the fraction of core molecule was found to decrease dispersity, with the
ideal value being approximately 10 mol% core molecule. Molecular weights of the
hyperbranched structures were determined by conventional calibration SEC and also light
scattering SEC detection, and intrinsic viscosities determined by viscometry SEC detection.
The KMHS a parameter was found to be below 0.4 in all cases indicating dense and highly
branched structures. Using the slow monomer addition strategy reduced the a value to 0.16 in
the case of 10% the alkene core molecule, and 0.21 when using 10% alkyne core. In
summary, this approach proves to be a simple and versatile process for the synthesis of
hyperbranched polymers of remarkably well-controlled molecular weight and molecular
weight distributions, with very high degrees of branching.
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